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CLOSED: The winner is comment #57, Christina Anne D.
Thanks to Little One Books, my toddler niece got to try one of their DVDs. We chose the “Phonics 4 Babies:

Baby’s First Words” DVD. It’s perfect because she is fourteen months old, knows a few words, and is picking
up new ones all the time.
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My favorite feature of their site is that it categorizes the products by age group. It made it very easy for us to
decide on the right DVD. I’m sure that it’s frustrating to parents when they spend money on something that
doesn’t hold their child’s attention. Little One Books has fixed that.

The DVD arrived quickly in the mail and we watched it the
same day. I didn’t realize it at the time but “Phonics 4

Babies: Baby’s First Words” is hosted by Mallory Lewis.

She is the daughter of Shari Lewis the ventriloquist that did
Lamb Chops. Mallory is as talented as her mother and

looks a lot like her. My sister and I were mesmerized by

the ventriloquism. My niece liked the puppets, music, and

when they giggled. She didn’t repeat any of the words but
it was only her first time watching it.

Of course we enjoyed it because every product at Little

One Books has been chosen with care. They don’t just

stock whatever is available. They take the time to pick and
choose what will and won’t be sold by them. It has to
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meet their high standards.

Little One Books has been so kind as to offer one of my readers a $25 gift certificate to their store. They’re
also giving everyone, not just my readers, free shipping on orders until November 15 so buy your stuff now.
Now for the giveaway.

Mandatory Entry: Follow me on Google Friend Connect (located in the far right sidebar). Then go to Little
One Books and tell me which age group you’ll be shopping in. (Include your GFC username in your
comment.)

Extra Entries (leave a separate comment for each entry):
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Awards

Blog about this giveaway (leave link and #1 through #5) – 5 entries
“Like” Little One Books on Facebook (leave username) – 1 entry
“Like” Jessi’s Bubble on Facebook (leave username) – 1 entry
Follow Jessi’s Bubble on Networked Blogs (leave username) – 1 entry
Follow @littleonebooks on Twitter (leave username) – 1 entry
Follow @JessisBubble on Twitter and Tweet the following – 1 entry:

http://www.jessisbubble.com/2010/10/little-one-books-review-and-giveaway-ends-102610/[11/9/10 7:39:09 PM]
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